Golden Tears

William FORTES - Bildungsroman
Gabriel and Jeanne L’Homme, the descendants of a rich
Parisian family, could have had an easy life, with no problems,
and a glorious destiny. But instead of a classic life, they chose
another lifestyle. ‘Sex, Drug, Alcohol’ became their personal
motto.
This is the story of siblings. This is the story of the destruction
of 21st-century teenagers’ lives and souls.
“An extremely moving story that makes people think about
their own lives. Written poetically like a song, William Fortes
has created a story full of joy, sadness and anger. All this makes
of Golden Tears a classic of the 21st century.”

The Beginning of her Life
Anissa JAY - Fantastic novel
One day, Julia, a teenager, meets a boy, Dan, who strangely looks
like her. It could be only a coincidence if she didn’t find him
on her bed, dying. Dan reveals to her that she possesses a great
power and gives her a mission. Is she going to accept?
“A most talented author.”
The New York Times
“An incomparable storyteller. The novel of the century.”
Oxford Street

The Last Symbol of Life

Why Don’t You Love Me?

One day, humanity becomes immortal. A strange call from an
Egyptian and a letter with strange symbols catch the attention
of a famous professor of symbology. With the help of a journalist and a scientist, Professor O’Neel will try to save the world
from chaos.

“Please, Divinity, I can’t do this! We have no idea of the power
of voodoo and how dangerous it can be!”
“I don’t care, I want him and him only!”
Divinity loves Chris and could die for him. But how to make
him understand when he is in love with another girl?

“A story that I can read again and again.”
Steve Berry

“A deeply moving story which leads us to the heart of a
dangerous passion. The success of the year!”
The Feather

Pretty Little Liar

The Secret of the Black Forest

When I woke up this morning, I heard a weird noise which made me
shiver. “Mum?” I asked but nobody answered. I looked out of the
window and the weather was very dull, with big dark clouds.
“Mum?!” I asked again, but nobody was there!
Suddenly I heard: “Erica?”
“Oh my god! Who is it?” I said, frightened.
My name is Erica and I died this morning.

In the darkness of the black forest, Poupouta, Pompot and
Chouchoune are going to be very surprised by strange events
like the disappearance of Koukanaa, their sister. They can hear
terrifying voices of children…What happens? How are they
going to escape from this forest?
First, they must find their little sister and avoid wolves and other
very dangerous creatures…

“The reader will find a real fascination and great pleasure for this
wonderful story. I got completely involved in this book and at each
moment I could feel what the characters were going through and what
they lived. It’s the most poignant thriller that I’ve ever read.”

“The best fantastic novel of the century, full of mystery, and an
especially fascinating plot… To read immediately!!”
J K Rowling

Stalyn STANA - Thriller

Ness B. RAK - Thriller
		

Coming soon

The Strange Couple of Werewolves
Mélanie BIDEL - Thriller

Every night, Sharon and William turn into werewolves. They are thirsty for blood and collect
their victims’ bodies. They must kill 4,444 people to end the curse and become human again.

The Spider’s Blood
T. GERONIMI - Thriller

Andrew Cole is found dead in Pennsylvania, stabbed, with a spider on his body. Inspector
Hoffman is called to solve this crime. When he arrives, he discovers that there are other victims. Sarah, Andrew’s sister, wants to know who has killed her brother and decides to help
the inspector.
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Hilary FAE - Fantastic novel

S.F.G LARFI - Fantastic novel

The Secret of the Hollis Family
Caroline BDS - Fantastic novel

Josh Hollis, 17 years old, and his family are wizards. They spend
their time chasing the evil and protecting humans secretly.
But one day, Tess Scott, Josh’s childhood friend, discovers the
secret, thus risking her life.
Which side is Tess going to choose?
“A great story about making the right choice in one of the most
powerful suspense novels.”
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The Strange Exchange of Love

My Fair Lady

The Dark Side of Moscow

London, 1720. An exchange of letters between Melissa and
Killian. Nobody knows about their affair. They are young and
they are in love.

Matthew is haunted by the ghost of his wife who was killed by
a shadow. He wants her to live again by putting her soul into a
human body.
But Sandy just wants him to die and join her in the world of
spirits. How to tell him?

Everything has changed since Dimitri left his family and
poverty in the Russian countryside. Dimitri has only one dream:
to become a powerful and respected man. But the easiest way
to achieve his dream is to work in the slummiest parts of
Moscow...

Anissa A. KHELIFA I - Epistolary romance

L. ROBIIN - Fantastic romance

Sally SEA - Picaresque novel

“An excellent immersion in the social classes of modern Russia.”
The Sunday Times.

Two People, One Love…

Sharon RAMDEEHUL - Romance
It is Marion’s birthday. She goes out with her friends and they
decide to go to a night club where Marion meets Steve. They
have a friend in common. It is love at first sight.

The Trip

Coming soon

Loubna YOUB - Detective story

The Last Waltz

L. WILHAZEN - Romance
We’re in the 21st century when April, a17-year-old girl, goes to an old abandoned house
owned by her family.
It’s in this old house that she accidentally discovers a broken wooden box hidden in a secret
room. She finds a music box on which her nickname is engraved. Under this box there are
many letters with always the same addressee... What is the relation between this music box,
these letters, and her family? Let’s discover the secret of April’s origins with her.

Marnie, Jenna, Beth, Darren and Dean have been friends since
primary school.
They study at the same university and after their graduation they
decide to go on holiday to Japan to celebrate their success. In
Tokyo they meet a nice woman, who is actually quite strange. A
few days after their meeting with the nice woman, Beth dies …
“A very good detective story with a lot of twists and an
unexpected culprit…”
The International Post

Journey of Love

Southernanger Castle

Mafia, Little Italy

During a school trip in London, Benjamin Dupont falls in love
with Ayana Bankari, the Indian-English teenager of his host
family.
A new romance is born between them, even when Benjamin
returns to Paris. It’s the beginning of an exchange of letters
between Paris and London. But Ayana must marry another
man…

I am Clara and I live in deep poverty in London, until a prestigious family, the Brindams, hire me as a housemaid. I will discover a different world, a world which a girl of my condition
would never see even in her dreams, the world of Lords.

The Tagliatelle family is accused of having murdered an FBI
agent. Francesco, the prodigal son, comes to defend his father.
He is a young attorney. The investigation takes place in Little
Italy, the Italian district of Manhattan. The FBI agent in charge
of the case is Liz MacAllister, a young officer of Irish origin.

Rose LAWRENCE - Epistolary romance

Ikram AYARI - Novel of manners

“An extraordinary story told by an extraordinary writer.”
The New York Times

“One of the most beautiful epistolary romances with a sublime
description of feelings.”

Fatma ZERAIBI - Detective story

“This book is truly amazing. We are really immersed in the
world of organized crime. For a first book Fatma Zeraibi writes
wonderfully, she is destined for a great career.”

The White Rose

Waiting for a Sign of Life

The Dilemma

The white rose, the symbol of a love stronger than everything.
Stephen is a young English boy who has lived in London since
his birth. One day, his father announces to him that he must
go to Japan for his work. In Niigata, where he knows nobody,
Stephen meets Lena, a meeting which is going to change his
life. Their love story begins when Stephen offers a white rose
to Lena on Valentine’s Day. After six months of happiness,
Stephen’s father has to move again, to Australia this time.

September 11, 2001: a normal day for Alex and Emma begins.
It is 7 am, Alex goes to work. Emma is still asleep. When she
wakes up, she does not know it yet, but the history of the United
States has taken a turn: two planes have hit the towers of the
World Trade Center, Alex’s workplace. For Emma, the longest
day of her life has just begun. Is Alex alive?

Andrew is 18, but he is different from the other teenagers : he is
a secret agent. He has to infiltrate a high school as a new student
because he wants to find a drug dealer in this school. There,
Andrew meets Serena, and he starts having an affair with her.
In this adventure, Andrew will have to make choices, sometimes
difficult ones…

N’ALEX - Romance

PK BOSY - Contemporary tragedy

E. SOUMIA - Detective novel

“A beautiful story written by a great author with an amazing
talent. The most touching story I’ve ever read.”

“A very moving love story and a bright romance novel.”
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